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TKT: CLIL Part 2: Planning a lesson or a series of lessons ...
A geography CLIL / ESL lesson plan. In these lessons, learners compare map
projections to see how their view of the world can change. Learners will develop
their understanding of how representing the world as a map, and how representing
a 3D object as a 2D object causes distortions.
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CLIL a lesson plan - TeachingEnglish
Aims: • toknow how plan a CLIL lesson • to be able to identify parts of a CLIL
lesson • to be able to describe learning outcomes Procedure 1. Before the session,
copy Participant’s Worksheet 1 for each participant. Copy Participant’s Worksheet
2 so there are enough for one for each group of three participants, then cut these
up into strips.

Clil A Lesson Plan
CLIL Lesson Plans Amazing World of Animals. An introduction to Carol Read’s
Amazing world of animals project, including a comprehensive... Arts and Crafts. In
this lesson plan, pupils learn to distinguish between two- and three- dimensional
shapes, and... Mathematics. Encouraging your pupils to ...

CLIL: A lesson framework | TeachingEnglish | British ...
At CLIL Media you can find a wide variety of resources for your CLIL lessons. Join
the free CLIL Community on Facebook, be inspired by articles and learn more
about CLIL in the free video course!
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FOOD GROUPS - CLIL lesson plan - Teacher's Zone blog ...
CLIL LESSON PLAN. Solids, liquids and gases. Aims. •To introduce materials and
their classification according to their properties. •To introduce particle theory and
how the particles model can be used to explain differences between solids, liquids,
gases and changes of state. Teaching aims.

CLIL Lesson Plans | Teenagers | Onestopenglish
develop primary school CLIL materials and lesson plans effectively. The course
adopts a hands-on approach and demonstrates through practical examples how to
develop CLIL materials and lesson plans, specifically designed for primary school
use. Primary education [ refers to teaching and learning situations where, for the
most part, one

CLIL LESSON PLAN - UAB Barcelona
CLIL LESSON PLANS. LESSON PLANS. FOOD GROUPS. The aim of this lesson is to
teach food items which are split according to the groups of food they belong to.
Age: 8-12. Language focus: - food groups: fish and meat, fruit and vegetables,
dairy products, grain products, - any food items .
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Teacher [s Guide on CLIL Methodology in Primary Schools ...
Hundreds of lesson plans, activities, games and films for Content and Language
Integrated Learning (CLIL)

Inspiration, resources and training for CLIL teachers
Procedure: 1. Revise food vocabulary – divide students into groups of three and ask
them to write down as many food items as they remember for three minutes. Then
ask them to read their ideas in turns. 2. Attach food groups word cards to the
board and ask students to match food items word cards to the right group. 3.

Lesson Plans - Working CLIL (Content and Language...
CLIL Lesson Plans Art and Architecture. A worksheet with reading and
comprehension activities on the life of the architect Gaudí. Explore... Crosscurricular webquests. Water is amazing – nothing on Earth can live without it. Find
out more about water’s... Economics. Students examine different types ...

(PDF) CLIL lesson planning - researchgate.net
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4 Unique and Engaging CLIL Lesson Plan Ideas. Like a long road trip, CLIL is one of
those things that sounds magical from a distance. That is, until you actually start
to do it. Then reality sets in. With CLIL ( Content and Language Integrated Learning
), students learn various subjects like history, art, science and math in a foreign
language.

Bing: Clil A Lesson Plan
-- Created using PowToon -- Free sign up at http://www.powtoon.com/youtube/ -Create animated videos and animated presentations for free. PowToon is a free ...

What are map projections? A geography CLIL / ESL lesson plan
3.0 CLIL Lesson Planning: the 3As tool Whilst the 4Cs curriculum provides a useful
guide for the overall planning of a unit of work, the 3As tool can be used for more
detailed lesson planning. Whilst there is clearly some overlap between the tools,
their suggested use is significantly different. The 3As tool operates in 3 stages.

CLIL LESSON PLAN - YouTube
Lesson plans are systematic records of a teacher's thoughts about what will be
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covered during a lesson. To be prepared to implement CLIL into the teaching, the
theoretical background has to

CLIL LESSON PLANS - Teacher's Zone
CLIL lesson plans (Content and Language Integrated Learning) Students’
proficiency level: Low Pre-Intermediate Topic: Healthy Eating Cross curricular link:
Science General objectives: - to develop students’ awareness of the importance of
a balanced diet - to provide practice of basic food vocabulary ...

4 Lesson Plans to Make Your CLIL Dreams a Reality ...
Educational Resources – Lesson Plans. In this section you will find lesson plans for
Primary and Secondary. These plans are the voluntary contributions of teachers. If
you would like to share a lesson plan, send an email to workingclil@gmail.com and
we will add it here. Please make sure you acknowledge all sources (images, videos,
etc.).

CLIL lesson plans - Sulinet
Lesson framework A CLIL lesson looks at content and language in equal measure,
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and often follows a four-stage framework. Processing the text The best texts are
those accompanied by illustrations so that learners can visualise what they are
reading. When working in a foreign language, learners need structural markers in
texts to help them find their way

CLIL Planning Tools for Teachers - unifg.it
Lesson plan Lesson plan • The students brainstorm the topic (in groups or onto the
board). The teacher elicits / teaches basic information (Canada, provinces, west,
British Columbia). • Students predict the geographical content of the text (location,
climate, population, economy). 2. Task 1: Predicting content (5-10 minutes)
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for subscriber, once you are hunting the clil a lesson plan stock to entre this day,
this can be your referred book. Yeah, even many books are offered, this book can
steal the reader heart appropriately much. The content and theme of this book in
reality will be adjacent to your heart. You can locate more and more experience
and knowledge how the vibrancy is undergone. We present here because it will be
therefore simple for you to right of entry the internet service. As in this extra era,
much technology is sophistically offered by connecting to the internet. No any
problems to face, just for this day, you can truly keep in mind that the book is the
best book for you. We manage to pay for the best here to read. After deciding how
your feeling will be, you can enjoy to visit the partner and acquire the book. Why
we present this book for you? We positive that this is what you want to read. This
the proper book for your reading material this get older recently. By finding this
book here, it proves that we always provide you the proper book that is needed in
the company of the society. Never doubt following the PDF. Why? You will not know
how this book is actually previously reading it until you finish. Taking this book is
along with easy. Visit the connect download that we have provided. You can vibes
therefore satisfied subsequently bodily the fanatic of this online library. You can
with find the new clil a lesson plan compilations from on the subject of the world.
taking into consideration more, we here offer you not and no-one else in this nice
of PDF. We as pay for hundreds of the books collections from outmoded to the new
updated book nearly the world. So, you may not be scared to be left in back by
knowing this book. Well, not forlorn know more or less the book, but know what the
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clil a lesson plan offers.
ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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